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Overview: 

 Plants are an integral part of the earth’s biosphere. Through photosynthesis, they fix 

carbon into biomass, forming the base of all terrestrial ecosystems globally. Plant leaves, the 

primary organ for photosynthesis and carbon gain, exhibit considerable morphological, 

physiological, and chemical variation within and among species. Often this variability occurs 

along gradients in plant resources, like light, water, and nutrients, in observable and meaningful 

ways. Determining the drivers of this variability in leaf form and function is thus key for 

understanding global ecosystem processes and providing important insight into plant adaptation 

and evolution.  

Beginning with Alexander von Humboldt at the turn of the 19th century (Figure 1), 

scientists have long been fascinated by regular, repeated elevational shifts in plant form and 

function on mountains. In the northeastern United States, complex topography contributes to 

considerable variability in plant communities with elevation. Temperate broadleaf deciduous 

forests dominated by sugar maple and American beech at low elevations transition to boreal 

evergreen forests dominated by red spruce and balsam at high elevations, with alpine tundra 

communities of low shrubs, 

grasses, and forbs persisting on 

exposed mountain tops. We look 

to explore the causes of these 

shifts in plant communities and 

plant form and function along a 

steep environmental gradient 

on Mt. Washington, the tallest 

peak in northeastern North 

America.  

This semester, we will 

process leaves collected from 

hundreds of individuals across 27 

species of woody plants along this 

elevational gradient in summer 

2023. In particular, we will: (1) 

measure the weight and area of 

Figure 1. Drawing by Alexander von Humboldt of 

Chimborazo, a dormant stratovolcano in South American he 

visited in 1802, with a detailed accounting of the distribution 

of dominant place species across the mountain. 
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individual leaves to determine variability in these traits within and among species across 

elevation; and (2) grind leaf tissue for subsequent analyses on variability in leaf chemistry across 

elevation. This research is timely and will improve our understanding of plant biology, plant 

community ecology, and whole ecosystem functioning along major environmental gradients. 

Expectations: 

Time commitment: 10 hrs/week including a routine schedule of ~6 hrs/week working in the lab is 

expected. As the semester progresses, the balance between leaf weighing, photo processing, 

reading relevant primary literature, data analyses, and writing will shift as you prepare your 

project, but 10 hrs/week is still expected. A general description of each component of this 

research project is outlined below. 

- Leaf weighing and photo processing: You will work closely with Nathan at the beginning 

of the semester to familiarize yourself with protocols for leaf weighing and photo 

processing. Leaf weighing will be conducted on a micro-balance in the Damschen 

research lab (Birge 445). You will be provided with the key code to access the lab and 

coordinate use of the lab space with other researchers. After leaf weighing gets 

underway, you will begin to incorporate leaf image processing in ImageJ to the weekly 

data collection routine. As with weighing, you will work with an established protocol that 

you will become familiar with early in the semester.  

- Reading literature: Reading and understanding scientific literature is among the more 

challenging but important activities in science. At the beginning of the semester, Nathan 

will work with you on best practices for reading for understanding. Required and 

recommended papers have been provided at the end of this document to use as a starting 

point for engaging with the literature you will become familiar with this semester. 

- Data analyses: After leaf weighing and photo processing, data will be analyzed using 

Microsoft Excel and the programming language R. You are not expected to have prior 

familiarity with R but will gain basic proficiency in coding and data analysis through this 

project. NOTE: you are part of a larger research team conducting similar data collection 

and analyses. As a result, the analyses you conduct for your independent project may be 

on species for which you did not process samples. We will coordinate early in the 

semester among researchers who will oversee which species! 

- Writing: Like reading scientific literature, writing scientific literature is a continual 

process of improvement that takes time and effort. Biology 152 provides deadlines for 

writing throughout the semester, with each being an opportunity for Nathan and an 

assigned Independent Project reviewer to provide feedback.  

- Regular meetings: You will meet periodically with Nathan throughout the semester to 

provide updates on progress and discuss whatever is most timely (e.g., data processing, 

analyses, writing, etc.). We will tentatively schedule these for a 30-minute time slot every 

week but will be flexible with scheduling as needed. 

 



Readings 

Starred (*) readings are required and should be read at the beginning of the project. The 

remainder are meant to introduce you to the literature you will likely need for writing your final 

paper. Be sure to utilize them not only for content but also for finding more papers worth 

reading! The references section of each paper is an excellent place to find relevant literature. 

Many of these papers are accessible through UW-Madison libraries or Google Scholar. 
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